centrifugation and/or dialysis against de-ionized water. Microgel particles had dimensions of ca. 220 nm (pH 3.92, T = 25°C) and polydispersity of ca. 4% measured by photon correlation spectroscopy (Zeta-sizer 3000, Malvern, UK).

Prior to the synthesis of photoluminescent Ag nanoclusters, the microgel dispersion (3 mL) was treated with a 0.1 M aqueous solution of KOH to adjust the value of pH to the desired value. Then 0.4 mL of a freshly prepared 0.2 M AgNO₃ solution was introduced into the dispersion and the final volume was adjusted to 4 mL by adding de-ionized water. The concentration of silver ions [Ag⁺] in the microgel dispersion was 0.01 M. The Ag⁺ ion-microgel dispersion was stirred for 30 min, dialedyzed for 2 days against de-ionized water, and then subjected to UV irradiation for various time intervals.

Photoluminescence of hybrid microgels was studied by using spectrophotometry (Photonic Technology International, Inc.). Light from a tungsten–halogen lamp was directed into a monochromator. The output excitation (λₑₓ = 450 nm) was passed through a low-pass filter (to eliminate higher orders of diffraction) and focused onto the microgel dispersion. A lens was used to collect the photoluminescence and direct it onto the slit of a second monochromator, which was coupled to a photomultiplier for visible signal detection.
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New devices and applications have emerged with the development of organic electronic materials amenable to high-volume manufacturing, incorporation on flexible substrates, and designed functionality. Technologies under development in-
clude printable large-area displays, wearable electronics, electronic paper, low-cost photovoltaic cells, sensors, and radio-frequency identification tags. New materials and processes are evolving rapidly to optimize device performance, ease processing limitations, and demonstrate frontier applications. In particular, tremendous effort has been directed towards solution-based processing strategies where fabrication in ambient conditions is possible.\textsuperscript{[1–4]}

Significant progress has been made towards formulations for inkjet printing, spin-coating, or dip-coating. However, establishing direct correlations between the material structure and device performance has been challenging. These challenges are exemplified in recently developed soluble precursor molecules that thermally convert into high-performance organic semiconductors.\textsuperscript{[5–8]} Conversion of precursor films involves changes in structure at many levels. First, the chemical structure changes as solubilizing groups are removed. Simultaneously, the molecules reorient with respect to the substrate. Finally, this large-scale molecular reorganization causes the film to become thinner, eventually reaching monolayer and submonolayer coverage. Each of these changes strongly impacts the performance of the semiconductor as an active layer in organic field-effect transistors (OFETs).

Techniques such as atomic force microscopy (AFM) and grazing-incidence X-ray diffraction (GIXD) provide structural information that has been correlated to OFET performance. However, these techniques each provide a different aspect of structural characterization. AFM is a local probe of nanometer-scale heterogeneity, and GIXD is a non-local measurement of unit-cell dimensions and preferential orientation relative to the substrate for crystalline regions. A single measurement that unambiguously quantifies chemical composition, orientation, and defects for broad classes of organic semiconductor films (amorphous or crystalline) would enhance the rational development of new materials and processes.

Here we demonstrate the use of near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) spectroscopy to track the effects of thermal processing on the chemistry and structure of oligothiophene precursor films. NEXAFS is a nondestructive, synchrotron-based spectroscopic method in which soft X-rays are absorbed, causing resonant excitations of core K- or L-shell electrons to unoccupied (antibonding) molecular orbitals. The polarized soft X-rays can be exploited to measure bond orientation within a film.\textsuperscript{[9]} The detector choice also provides selective measurement of either the near surface or film bulk.\textsuperscript{[10,11]} NEXAFS spectroscopy is ideally suited to organic semiconductors due to its sensitivity to π-bonds, its insensitivity to roughness, and its ability to probe films from <1 nm to 100 nm thick.

In this work, NEXAFS measurements are used for a detailed investigation of the structural evolution of nanoscale films during the thermal conversion of a solution-processable oligothiophene that has exhibited high p-type mobilities in OFET devices. Large variations in field-effect hole mobility, as shown in Figure 1a, are directly correlated to the quantified orientation and distribution of molecules (Figs. 1b–d). The oligothiophene precursor is the symmetric diester-functionalized hexathiophene derivative 1 containing activated second-
ary esters, as shown in Figure 2a. Thermolysis of the esters in the bulk state is initiated at treatment temperatures greater than 175 °C, which converts the precursor into the symmetric sexithiophene 2 with pendant alkylene groups. Films of 1 were spin-cast from chloroform (2–3 mg mL⁻¹ solutions) on a 100 nm SiO₂ dielectric thermally grown on highly n-doped silicon. A thermal treatment series was created by heating films to temperatures between 75 °C and 300 °C for 20 min and then cooling them to room temperature.

NEXAFS spectroscopy was performed at the NIST/Dow soft X-ray materials characterization facility at the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) of Brookhaven National Laboratory. Carbon K-edge spectra were collected in PEY mode with a sampling depth of 6 nm. As-cast films of 1 are approximately 20 nm thick. We expect the conversion, orientation, and defects within the sampling volume to closely match the mobile channel region closest to the dielectric layer.

To quantify chemical conversion, spectra were collected for the entire temperature-treatment sample series. Representative spectra are shown in Figure 2b. We assign the lowest-energy resonance at 284.7 eV to 1 s → carbon–carbon π* excitations of the pendant alkynes on 2, and the 285.4 eV resonance to the 1 s → carbon–carbon π* of the thiophene rings. The 288.5 eV peak is the carbon–oxygen σ* resonance of the ester and acid byproduct carbonyls. The resonance at 287.5 eV is the sum of carbon–hydrogen and carbon–sulfur σ* excitations, and the three peaks above 290 eV are carbon–carbon σ* resonances.

Resonances are quantified by fitting a combination of peak shapes to the spectra and then integrating peak areas. The results are shown in Figure 1b. Thermolysis is quantified by the increasing alkene resonance, along with a simultaneous decrease in carbonyl resonance due to acid evaporation. Alkene intensity is observed even in unheated films, indicating some minor conversion of the nominal precursor. Conversion in these thin films is initiated at lower temperatures than observed in bulk samples, possibly due to acid catalysis by SiO₂. Thermolysis is complete at 200 °C, which can be further confirmed by oxygen K-edge scans. The ester carbonyl resonance at 354.4 eV decreases with heating, but a small acid carbonyl resonance at 353.0 eV remains constant up to 250 °C, finally disappearing at 300 °C. Even though conversion to the dialkene is complete at 200 °C, a small quantity of trapped acid remains within the film at temperatures up to 300 °C.

Molecular orientation can also be quantified with NEXAFS by evaluating the angular dependence of carbon spectra. The carbon–carbon π*- and σ*-resonant intensities (Fig. 3a) exhibit a strong angular dependence that corresponds to a dipole defined by the spatial orientation of the final state orbital. The π* resonance is a vector normal to the conjugated plane, while the σ* resonance is a vector (primarily) along the long axis (Fig. 3b). Intensity will be proportional to the squared cosine of the angle between the incident electric field vector and the resonance vector. The π* intensity is largest at normal incidence (90°), indicating that the conjugated plane of 2 tilts away from the substrate in an “edge-on” orientation. The σ* intensity is greatest at glancing incidence (20°), indicating that the long axis of 2 is normal to the substrate in a “standing-up” orientation. These independent measurements of planar and long-axis tilt support a self-consistent orientation that is depicted in Figure 3b.

The changes in molecular orientation that accompany thermolysis can be quantified using a dichroic ratio, R, defined in Figure 3b. Intensity at 0° incidence was extrapolated from five incident angles, with a minor correction for electron-yield loss. The R for the orientation of the molecular plane was based on the sexithiophene π* resonance, while the R for long-axis orientation was based on the first σ* resonance at 294 eV. R can vary between +0.75 and –1.00, where a more-positive R for the conjugated plane indicates increased tilt away from the substrate, while a more-negative R for the long axis indicates greater surface normality.

We observe four distinct orientation regimes in Figure 1c. First, the precursor 1 is vertically oriented even when unconverted, and this weak orientation persists until the treatment
complex and a simplified treatment is necessary. The preferential orientation depicted in Figure 3b may possess a slight tilt in the plane or long axis or some distribution in a substrate-relative orientation. Given this orientation, adjacent molecules of 2 could possess either a π-π stacked or herringbone structure in the substrate plane. However, increased vertical order for either packing type should correspond to increased intermolecular π overlap and directly correlate to increased hole mobility. The optimal mobility should be observed within the most vertically oriented regime between 200 °C and 250 °C.

The larger-scale morphology of the semiconductor film is also important because the molecular reorganization that occurs with conversion also causes molecules of 2 to form rough terraces and finally coalesce into islands. During this process, the minimum film thickness decreases and can be quantified with NEXAFS. Further, NEXAFS may be used to detect the eventual formation of film defects. To do this, we measure oxygen K-shell spectra, which exhibit a prominent oxygen–silicon σ* resonance. Comparison of the oxygen–silicon σ* resonance on each sample versus that on bare SiO2 allows determination of the fraction of organic film within the 6 nm sampling depth, as shown in Figure 1d. A single vertical monolayer of 2 would be 3 nm thick, so monolayer coverage should remain until this organic fraction drops below 50%.

The onset of reorganization appears at treatment temperatures greater than 150 °C. As the molecules coalesce into tall structures, the film thickness in low areas becomes less than the sampled depth. At 250 °C, the organic fraction indicates a thickness close to a single monolayer. At 300 °C, the organic coverage is less than a monolayer, and defect formation is detected. The surface coverage loss is consistent with the orientation loss at 300 °C, because incomplete packing of surface adsorbed molecules typically leads to a less-vertical orientation.

These three structural aspects quantified by NEXAFS—chemical conversion, molecular ordering, and defect formation—provide a detailed picture that directly correlates to variations in the OFET field-effect mobility over three orders of magnitude. OFET devices were constructed using films fabricated identically to the temperature treatment series measured by NEXAFS. Shadow masks were used to define evaporated-gold top-contact OFETs with channel lengths from 5 to 100 μm. All OFETs were tested in the accumulation regime and saturation hole mobilities were obtained. The variation in field-effect hole mobility with treatment temperature is shown in Figure 1a.

At room temperature, 1 exhibits a field-effect mobility less than 10⁻⁴ cm²V⁻¹s⁻¹. At this point 1 is slightly oriented, but is mostly unconverted and retains insulating alkanes. The mobility increases slightly at 150 °C, which is due to the onset of thermolysis to a less-insulating material rather than increased orientation because the molecules are less vertical at this treatment temperature. From 150 °C to 200 °C, the mobility increases dramatically because of the large enhancement in vertical orientation that occurs during conversion. Maximum mobilities of 5 × 10⁻² cm²V⁻¹s⁻¹ are achieved at 200 °C, where

---

**Figure 3.** a) NEXAFS carbon K-edge spectra collected at changing incident angles from a film of 2 from thermal treatment at 200 °C. Spectra are normalized to the net carbon signal. The green area indicates the oligothiophene π resonance used to determine planar orientation while the pink area indicates the π* resonance used to determine long-axis orientation. b) Image depicting the orientation of 2 and spatial orientations of its primary K-edge carbon resonances. Blue arrows indicate incident polarized soft X-rays with electric field vectors extending normal to the plane of photon polarization. There exists an off-axis component to the π* resonance of 2 that has been omitted for simplicity.
NEXAFS measurements indicate complete conversion and optimal order. The highest mobilities (for this work) are observed up to 250 °C, even though the film is only slightly more than a monolayer thick by our quantification of surface coverage. The large decrease in mobility at 300 °C can be attributed to defect formation when the thickness becomes submonolayer and film continuity film is lost.

NEXAFS is a powerful, non-destructive technique for the detailed quantification of the structure and chemistry of nanometer-thick organic semiconductor precursor films. This data provides insight and direct correlations with electronic property trends. The sensitivity of NEXAFS to π bonds, its insensitivity to optical quality, and its ability to probe nanoscale films provide an ideal measurement platform for the systematic investigation of organic semiconductors and conductors. From the example given here, the observation that I undergoes re-orientation during thermalization suggests that the application of thermal gradients, surface chemical modifications, or mechanical shear may be used to direct preferential organization during conversion. Synthetic improvements might include increasing the solubilizing group volatility or reducing coverage loss at high temperatures by increasing the size of the oligothiophene core. NEXAFS spectroscopy could quantify the structural gains of such strategies. The concurrent development of NEXAFS measurements and new soluble organic semiconductor materials can help accelerate the successful adoption of new processing strategies and applications through the clear correlation of chemistry and physical structure to OFET performance.

Experimental

Materials: All chemicals were purchased from Aldrich and used without further purification unless otherwise noted. Compound I was synthesized and characterized as previously described [7].

Transistor Fabrication: OFETs were fabricated atop n-doped silicon wafers with 1250 Å thick thermal silicon dioxide dielectric. Compound I was spin-coated at 2000–4000 rpm from 2–3 mg mL⁻¹ solutions in anhydrous CHCl₃, filtered through 0.2 µm polytetrafluoroethylene filters. Samples were heated on a hot plate in a nitrogen glove box. Gold electrodes were evaporated in a Thermionic evaporator at 5 Å s⁻¹ through a shadow mask to a thickness of 500 Å. OFET channels had widths of 200 or 400 µm and lengths from 5 to 40 µm.

NEXAFS Spectroscopy: NEXAFS spectroscopy was performed at the NIST/Dow soft X-ray materials characterization facility at the National Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) of Brookhaven National Laboratory. Carbon K-edge partial electron yield were collected at a grid bias of −50 V, corresponding to a sampling depth of ~6 nm. Experimental standard uncertainty in peak position for PEY spectra was ±0.15 eV; yield uncertainty was ±2 %. Oxygen K-edge NEXAFS spectra were collected at an entrance grid bias of ~320 V. Six peak shapes were fitted to the carbon spectra. A multivariate secant update (More-Hebden) was used to minimize the squared error between fit and data. Individual peak shapes included 1) an error function step convoluted to an exponential decay for the ionization edge, 2) Gaussian lineshapes before the ionization edge, and 3) asymmetric Gaussian lineshapes after the ionization edge [21].
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Recent widespread application of colloidal crystals in materials research has attempted to gain fundamental insights into colloidal forces and self-assembly, in addition to providing precursors for the next generation of advanced materials.[12]
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